Russell Captures Tennis Title With Decisive Win At Longwood Wednesday

Technology Captain Shows Fine Form in Defeat of Osgood of Dartmouth in Final Round of New England Title Engagement

As a fitting climax to a brilliant tennis career at Technology, Captain Joe Russell won the New England Intercollegiate singles title at Longwood, Wednesday, by defeating Osgood of Dartmouth, 6-3, 6-1, 6-2. Russell completely outclassed his opponent in the match which is the third set and the Dartmouth player never threatened from then on.

Russell played the same kind of cool, methodical game that carried him to victory over Marsh of Williams last April in winning the Championship. He continually put on to Osgood, steadily and persistently increasing his stroke hitting, until the opposing combination was exhausted. His first serve to Osgood, served at full speed on the forehand, an effective weapon in his arsenal of strokes that is the other player's principal source of power. The low looping service Russell put on to the ball caused Osgood continual trouble in the early part of game. From back court to side court, Osgood was striving to keep up the struggle only to find that Russell was holding firm.

Russell's match with Osgood was the last of the two games to be played. Russell began the game by winning the opening set with a strong first serve hit. It was unreturned, and the set was won.

The minor and third set were won by Russell by a polish of 6-3, 6-1, 6-2. Russell needed the third set to obtain a victory. The first two sets were won by Russell winning the first set by a score of 6-2, 6-1. Russell played a beautiful ace down the line.

Russell's victory in the last set brought about the conclusion of the match.

Russell has won the singles title for the past year. He has played in tennis for 4 years, and in singles for two years. He is the only member of the Technology team who was not on the team last year. He is a member of the National Team, and will compete in the Olympic Games next year.

Russell is a member of the National Union of American Students, and is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He is also a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Russell is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell of New York City, Wed-nesday, May 27, 1925.

Russell has won numerous awards and medals for his work in tennis and other fields. He is a member of the National Union of American Students, and will compete in the Olympic Games next year.
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To the Editor: 

In Wednesday's issue of THE TECH, an article appeared which failed to report for track at the beginning of the season and, therefore, seemed to me to be an incorrect one. It reported that the manager of the track, who had given up the track for the season, had returned at the last minute. I believe the statement to be false.

To one who has been around the track for years, the article is not just an incorrect one, but to the majority of the students who take track seriously, it is a grave injustice. The manager has been severally connected with the article, which was supposed to show up conditions at the track, conditions which, so far as I know, were not familiar with the conditions. So far as I know, the manager has been held responsible for his statements.

The man who is giving the false report to deserve better support should at least be let alone and not be displayed to the rest of the field.


FALLACIOUS RATIONALIZATION

RATIONALIZATION of dishonorable actions is all too common among students who are not personally more honest than those of social ethics. Thus such a man takes the law into his own hands and refuses to obey the rules and regulations by which the majority considers themselves bound. Such an attitude, or rather action, is evidenced by the action of some few students who cheat in final examinations justifying the action by criticizing the final examination process.

Years of rigid integrity on the part of the faculty and student body of Techdore has not always been the case. In previous times some of the first class students did not have the Deacon's certificate of ability. This is an inevitable principle of newspaper conduct.
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Seniors Construct Model Yachts To Test Thesis Data
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Engineers Enter Five Men In Big Philadelphia Meet

Braided Cords and Cotton Twines

THE STORE FOR MEN
Washington Street at Summer

For This Weekend

You’ll get the most enjoyment and recreation if you have that consciousness of being correctly and smartly dressed.

White Flannel Trousers
Gray Flannel Trousers
"Lino-Linen" Specials"
London Four Piece Suit

JOE RUSSELL WINS N. E. TENNIS TITLE

Triumphs Over Dartmouth Men On Longwood Courts

(Continued From Page 1)

Captain Chute Leads Fresher To Successful Season On Cinder Path

Miller, Chute and Kirwin Break Records As They Bolster Team Strength

"From one point of view," said Captain Ed. Boddie when the team set out, "this season was more successful for us than has been the case the past year. The first place winners in the field events, the only men that bring the team as a whole into the list of the eight leading teams in the country, are the best in every respect that Santoleri ever expected that the athletes would be doing when he entered the season. And Santoleri entered the season by expecting that the team would be competitive, even if it couldn’t be expected that the team would be in the running for the gold medal awarded to record performances in the summer meet. He has consistently cleared 10 feet, and is expected that he will clear 10 feet this year, paired with Tressel, won the AA.A. meet to be held Saturday at Philadelphia. Drew is entered in the first of these meets, and if he performs well, will be highly likely by the average of the meet. Earl of Cornell, Ralph Hills of Harvard and the freshmen, and in the latter event. Ten and one-fifth ends, breaking the frosh record time was much nearer 4 mn. 31 s. This race climaxed a very successful meet, as the second place for second against Tuft's. In the Har- vard meet, he won with 1:56 for the half and is expected that he will come through to repeat his triumph of last year at the big games.

The losses of Johnson who was unable to play, and also copping a point in the latter event. Ten and one-fifth ends, breaking the frosh record

Joey Mendes, the high jump, winning two firsts, a tie for second place and incidentally-

Leavitt & Feirce 1316 Mass Ave., Cambridge
40 years experience in catering to the demands of college men. The best in pipes, tobacco and cigarettes.

Smoker's novelties in great variety
Professor Jackson Explains New System to be Used in Course VI

"To bring the students into more inti-
mate touch with one another, and to give them the same advantages that the old course had, and that the aim of the Electrical Engi-
ergists. Professor Jackson, the head of the Department of Electrical Engineering, explained the new system in a short talk yesterday afternoon, May 29. He said, "The new plan is to allow the Sopho-

mores in Course VI, who have shown themselves to be able students, some additional subjects with the approval of the instructor. For this purpose they may be divided into three groups of the first half of the course, the lectures or not, as he pleases, and these groups will not be further divided among the various professors each week. The first of these students will be able to ask any question that he may have or any

answer to it, and he will be given the same answer as he would have had if he had asked it in the lecture room. The other two groups will be divided according to their ability and the amount of study they have done. Just when this plan will finally be put into operation is not definitely known, but according to Professor Jackson, the answer will be given to the members of the faculty and he expects to announce it to the Course VI Sophomores before the end of the final examinations. At this time all men who would like to

be a part of the new system will submit their names to the head of the department, and the ones who are selected will be put into this special class. They will be divided into groups of three men, and the whole idea and beliefs in this system are that the men will be turned out by this method. They will be housed on their own books, so to speak, when they get their diplomas. The answer that he gives to the students who be interested in this course is that the men will take definite work and develop their minds.

T. C. A. WILL BE KEPT BUSY DURING SUMMER

To allow Student Added Freedom in Choosing Program

Part of the T. C. A. plans for the sum-
mmer include the distribution of over 3000 ballots to students on the campus for the incoming freshmen, and in-

viting of a new committee. The information cards that are distributed to so many it is hoped these will open to some new door. Last year cards were sent to over 2500 students and those who were interested should apply BY LETTER TO):

INSTITUTE COMMITTEE TO CHANGE FINANCING

The Institute’s Conference Committee will meet in its room in the Science Building at 8 a.m., May 29, 1925, for the last meeting of the year.

TECHNOLOGY DAMES

A new series of lectures is to be given in the Institute by the Medicine in the United States. The T. C. A. Announcements are given their share in the dis-

tribution. The idea of their report is the same as that of the other, which was arranged by Dr. A. W. Rowe ’01, who believes that he got more out of this plan than he expected. The conferences are all held in the Science Building, and are attended by devotees of all sorts. Last fall a group of them went on a tour of the leavesy spots of America and Europe, and were also interested in the Scandinavian countries. For those who prefer the company of others, a ship is offered.

FOUR TRACK MEN WILL

ATTEND I. C. A. A. A. ’ S

Four Track Men Will Be Selected for the T. C. A. University.

We are the OFFICIAL JEWELERS

Harvard Co-operative So-

(Continued from Page 4)

With your service, the Institute is sure to be a success.

An open forum for all young men, good personal- ity, belonging at the Institute the last four years. Applicant will be given an
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